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t~e 199~ conference r~maI~ th~ ccntr~1 questions of a continuin~ professlD.nal dISCUSSIOn. ThIS artIcle IdentIfies those questions and captures the
v01ce~ of co~ferenceparti~ipants as they pose answers. Reflecting on the
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.
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dlscus~lOn.. For example, WIth Sharon Crowley as its current chair, the
commlt~~ Issued a prog~ess. rep.ort in the October 1991 issue of College
Composlhml and Communlcatwn, 10 which it responded to criticism and
clarified its position on "certain controversial aspects of the stilteml'nt"
~332). B.earing witness to the enduring and controversial nature of the
Iss~es raIsed at WPA's 1990 Portland Conference and d iscuss('d herein, fi \ ('
artlcles related to the CCCe's "Statement" also appear in the snme issue of
~CC, while the May 19:2 issue of CCC carries the multiple-nuthnred
SymposIUm on the 1991 Progress Report from the CCCC Committee on
Professional Stan~ard~.'" (See Merrill in Works Cited.) Full implcmentilhon of ~he commlttee s recommendations would result in a significdl1t
change ~ the nature of ccee as an organization; arguably, it would also
greatly mcreaSe the pressure on writing program administrators across the
country toimpr.ovewriting teachers' working conditions. Thus, we prt'SCI1t
some of the dialogue Over these issues here because we believe thev
continue to deserve wider discussion--and action.
0

Ten Questions From the 1990 WPA Conference at
Portland
1. CanlSh?u;d we.claim rhetoric ~nd co~positionas a legitimate field of
scholarshIp. Takmg our profeSSIon senously in the hope that others will
t?O, the ccces "Sta temen f' unequivocally announces, "Research in rhe tone and composition is a legitimate field of scholarship with standard~
comparable to other academic fields." Carol Hartzog saw this claim restiJ1L~
on the assumption that "Academic professions are of a type, within a~
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academy that continues much the same, and rhetoric and composition
show itself to be like them, a single and identifiable whole." But this
assumption misrepresents the enormous variety within rhetoric and composition, in addition to ignoring many changes now taking place in other
,: disciplines and in the academy at large. We come from different academic
backgrounds, practice different methodologies and values, and work
, within a range of different institutional settings. Instead of trying to fi t the
. traditional mold, Hartzog felt, we should acknowledge and affirm our own
, rich diversity, define ourselves much more broadly, and so position
ourselves to "influence deeper changes in the academy."
James Sledd, who skeptically challenged the idea of making the claim
to disciplinary status at all, characterized much of the research done in
i composition as either "piddling" or "wildly over-ambitious." Sledd saw the
CCCe's "Statement" as a way "to placate the boss compositionists by
admitting them to the worshipful company of privileged researchers;'
while allowing the exploitation of "contingent workers" and teaching
assistants to continue unchecked.
If rhetoric and composition is to be viewed as a discipline, what kind
ofdiscipline is it? EllenStrenski wondered whether composition should be
thought of as "a separate discipline with its own research tradition and
texts" or as "an enabling set of skills, attitudes, and techniques." Pointing
to the eccC's "Statement's" standard of "superior writing ability" for
teaching assistants and part-time instructors (but not for tenure-track
faculty), severe as the requirement of "research and publication in rhetoric
and composition" for those on tenure track, Strenski concluded that "The
ecce's 'Statement' seems to want it both ways, with two corresponding
streams of instructors."
Jim Slevin denied that the "Statement" encouraged any kind of two" tiered system; indeed, he saw the document as aimed at dismantling the
two-tiered system now in place; however this reform and virtually any
, others we might wish are dependent on how we--and others--view our
, work. As Slevin contended, "We cannot separate considerations of institutional refonn from considerations of how we define ourselves as a field
and how our intellectual work--in our classrooms and in our scholarly
journals-gets understood."
Authors' comment: If the study we conduct to understand our work
and the writing we do to disseminate such knowledge are not scholarship,
traditional or unconventional, what are they? For WPAs, the issue of what
,COUnts as research/scholarship continues to be problematized, Because it
'is so closely related to what counts toward tenure and promotion, the
,:,Jnatter of scholarship in composition and rhetoric needs more profession',wide discussion and bears close observation on the local level.
:tnUSt
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2. Must rhetoric and composition remain closely related to English
departments? The ecce's "Statement" declares that "because of the
signi.ficant intell~~hJal and practical connections between writing dnJ
readmg, Composition and literature, it is desirable that faculty from both
areas of specialization teach in the composition program." Together with
the "Statement's" stance on graduate student assistants, this claim :"ugge~t<;
a close and continuing Link between writing programs and English departments. As Ellen Strenski observed,

I

The prospect, dramatized in the CCCe's 'Statement,'
of writing instructors nestled in an English Department with traditional career paths--good graduate
students to tenured professors via research and
publication closely connected to literature--is a cozv
picture. But there's a whole world out there of othe'r
kinds of writing [e.g. journalism, business Correspondence, legal analysis, science and medical reportage, software]. These other kinds of writing
seem to me to call for other institutional arrangements that acknowledge and reward the teaching of
them, that is, other than the traditional scholarlv
publication model.
•

I

I

I

I,.

I~

Noting the "symbiotic" relationship envisioned between composition clnd
English studies, Carol Hartzog observed that 'The administrative model
suggested would suit some campuses: a writing program housed within or
inextricably related to an English department. Other options, viable on
some campuses, would be closed out or shut down. These include sclfstanding or interdisciplinary writing programs."
Ironically, self-standing programs sometimes have more power to
improve working conditions than the kind of department the CCCC'~
"Statement" seems to envision. Virginia Polanski described her experience
in an autonomous writing program, concluding, "J now have more freedom
to move closer to the CCCe's 'Statement' ... than I had as a member of an
English department." If we arc to remain in English departments, othc'rs
argued, we are first going to have to overhaul them. Kristine Hansen began
with Robert Scholes' view (in Textual Power) of the traditional English
department, a hierarchy with literature and the consumption of texb on
top, nonliterature and the production of texts on the bottom. Since the
hierarchy is further divided into the "real" and the merely academic, we in
composition a re left to dea1with the prod uction of "pseudo-nonli tera tu re."
Gender mapping overlays this whole structure, with men dominant in
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literature, women in pseudo-nonliterature. In short, if Scholes' structure is

seen as a house, we are stuck in the basement. Hansen saw the CCCe's
I

.'
,
,

,

"Statement" as "a sketch of our remodeled dream house" but thought it
remained to us to provide a more "specific blueprint." She presented
specific recommendations for doing so within our own institutions: "R~
structure the English major so undergraduates are exposed to courses 111
rhetorical theory and composition; hire only faculty with coursework in
rhetoric and composition; place composition experts on search committees--and on tenure committees, to evaluate teaching."
Authors' comment: Administrative restructuring comes slowly to
most campuses. While the rna tier of whether to sta y within or to go outside
the English Department seems more clearly delineated now than in the last
decade, economic and political stagnation have brought budget cuts to
many campuses and, along with them, a siege mentality that precludes
serious consideration of long-term restructuring. Who can circulate a
memo advocating a new program design when budget cuts have under'mined the instructional integrity of the existing program? Some WPAs say
that such a time is just right, however, for that sort of rethinking. Diligent
and creative WPAs who are not daunted by the poor atmospheric conditions may seek change, but we wonder how many good, innovative
program designs can be implemented during a period of insufficient
funding. Working for more favorable structural arrangements will probably have to wait for budget lines to come alive once again. So what do we
do in the meantime?

3. Should national refonn of teaching conditions be tied to the issue of
tenure for writing teachers? Carol Hartzog thought gains in professional
status and tenure lines would be "important, but the need for improved
conditions is so critical that it should not be fully dependent on them."
Shelley Reece concurred, terming a shift from part-time instruction to
faculty tenure lines "unrealistic" and "counter to a twenty-year trend." Jim
Slevin acknowledged that a common response to the ecce's document
was to dismiss its insistence on tenure-line positions for writing faculty as
unrealistic, unaffordable, even impossible. In particular, he spoke of the
Association of Departments of English (ADE)'s resistance to the ideaj
however he also recounted what happened when he spoke at the annual
, convention of the Association of American Colleges. At one point, a dean
acknowledged that "what was being proposed was in fact entirely affordable, that it represented a very tiny portion of any college or university's
bUdget, and that there was no reason why the guidelines could not be
realized within a few years." So what is the problem, then? According to
Slevin, "The problem ... is not that our demands are competing with lots
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of other demands for resources; it is that our demands are not seriously in
the competition .... Status and just support are denied not because the
budget makes it impossible but because the intellectual power of writing
courses is not apparent to [that dean] or to anyone else," Thus, Slevin
argues, "political pressure to alter institutional practices" cannot be separated from the "intellectual argument about the need for change and the
reconceptualizing of the aims of writing programs."
Authors' comment: Perhaps no single issue is more contested than the
professional status ofwriting teachers, The financial needs of the underclass
(part-time and temporary full-time faculty) are immediate and in many
cases urgent. So, too, professional status for writing faculty as equal,
tenurable colleagues with literature faculty is a long-standing need; while
it may appear less urgent, it is essential to equitable treatment, Of
individuals who have spoken publicly to this point, Robert Merrill strongly
rejects the "Statement's" advocacy of tenure for writing teachers, arguing
that the "Statement" "effectively calls for at least doubling the tenure-track
positions in most departments," and adding that "those of you who can
imagine this occurring in our lifetimes are the last true optimists" (155).
These issues are configured different! y at private research institutions
than at community colleges and at large versus small institutions, Can a
single policy assist WPAs at all kinds of institutions? What is the optimal
strategy, working for tenure lines or for smaller class sizes or for more
money for part-time lines?
4. Does an emphasis on tenure-track positions mean that individuals
holding part-time or temporary positions should be replaced, even those
who want to teach part-time? While agreeing in principle that writing
should be taught by tenure-line faculty, Carol Hartzog considered any
wholesale conversion of positions to tenure track unlikely; however, she
added that "to the extent that change does occur, some of the trauma of
change will be felt by those undergoing review as their positions are
transformed." Others were more direct in asserting that a move to tenure
lines would cost many temporaries and part-timers their jobs. Lex Runciman
and Kristine Hansen both thought about what might be done for in-house
candidates when and if such a change were to take place. Runciman
suggested several ways to make searches fair to in-house candidates. He
wondered if we would continue to insist on the PhD as the sine qua non for
tenure-track positions, and if not, what other criteria we might find
~ppropr~ate, and how we might weight them. Aware that the scarcity of
Jobs dunng the 19705 and 1980s forced many well-qualified applicants to
accept part-time, non-tenure track positions, he also urged us to be careful
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not to "consciously or unconsciously penalize [in-house candidates] for
demographks over which they've had no control."
Kristine Hansen suggested exploring "ways to help current part-time
faculty qualify for the full-time, tenure-track jobs that might be created. If
part-time faculty presently lack the credentials that would enable them to
be hired to do much the same work they've been doing all along," she
added, "I would hope that we could find ways to let their experience count
towards a degree and find means to offer grants, leaves, and other
assistance to enable them to qualify for greater responsibilities."
Many felt that the ecce's "Statement," in its zeal to stamp out
exploitation, is unnecessarily restrictive in recognizing only two legitimate
reasons for hiring part-time writing faculty. Aren't there other legitimate
reasons for wanting to teach part-time? What about the desire to maintain
a professional identity--not to mention making some money--while one's
children are small? Kristine Hansen suggested that we explore such
options as job-sharing, dividing one tenure-line job between two people.
Susan McLeod, who once worked part-time while raising children, agreed:
"The full-time position is not everyone's ideal job at every stage in their
lives." She also pointed out that spousal accommodation policies, especial! y at more remote institutions, made it essentia I for institutions to retain
the flexibility to hire some faculty on a part-time basis or risk losing
promising couples altogether. Elizabeth Hedengren, mother of five and by
choice a part-time teacher for fourteen years, argued for "permanent parttime" status for those with doctorates. She explained, "When part-timers
are fully qualified for regular full-time faculty [status] they would lunder
this option] have salary, fringe benefits and responsibilities prorated from
the comparable professorial rank." She recommended similar opportunities for qualified teachers lacking the PhD, say, part-time lectureships or
some other paraprofessiona I ca tegory, again with prora ted salary, benefits,
and responsibilities. Acknowledging that the status of part-timers is to
some degree a women's issue, Hedengren asserted, "In any case ... career
part-timers who have taught for years and are professionally committed to
teaching should not be overlooked,"
Authors' comment: Responding to criticism "from persons who want
to preserve the availability of part-time positions," the CCCC Committee
on Professional Standards reasserts in its most recent statement the
condemnation of what it considers abusive hiring practices. Aside from
Some "concessions to practical exigencies;' the committee "remains convinced that the quality of writing instruction is not now served, and cannot
ever be served, by its long-term association with teaching practices that we
take to be exploitative. .. [Wje are forced to conclude that there is a
connection ... between the institutional status of writing instruction and
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the hiring practices condemned in the statement" (CCCC Committee on
Professional Standards 336). The Committee also addressed part-time
teachers, distinguishing between those "who teach part-time because they
must, in order to pay the rent and put bread on the table, and those who
teach part-time because they choose to" (336-337). The Committee asked
these latter individuals to "reconsider the far-reaching professional and
political ramifications" of choosing to teach part-time, since "efforts to
secure ... support and [professional] recognition are hampered by the
widespread use of part-time faculty to teach composition" (337).
5. What about the continued reliance on teaching assistants? Although
the CCCC's "Statement" attempts to curb the abuse of graduate teaching
assistants, many found the CCCe's "Statement" oddly tolerant of the use of
teaching assistants in composition, while oddly intolerant of the use of parttime instructors, as if one were a form of exploitation and the other weren't.
Some saw this imbalance as linked to the "Statement's" traditional view of
writing programs as nestled comfortably within English departments.
Leon Coburn also thought the reliance on TAs undercut the CCCC "Statement"; although the "Statement" emphasizes professionalism, most TAs
are trained as literature majors and are thus ill-equipped to teach writing.
James Sledd observed that the Statement "would still allow the maintenance of armies of assistants," because they oversee the courses scorned by
the professionals while filling their seminars. Slevin did not devote much
attention to this issue, but he did say, "The reliance on graduate students as
a source of cheap labor is clearly condemned in the document."
Authors' comment: Clarifying its position on TAs, the CCCC Committee on Professional Standards explains in its most recent statement that
"[t]eachers of writing who are graduate students are entitled to compensation, benefits, class size, and course loads that are commensurate with the
unusual and serious responsibility accorded them by the institution. They
are entitled to adequate training in the teaching of writing and to careful
supervision of their work. While their status as teachers-in-training does
not, of course, accord them rights to promotion, tenure, and job security,
efforts should be made to hire them in an ethically responsible manner and
to provide them with frequent appraisals of their performance" (CCCC
Committee on Professional Standards 336).
Still, some individuals are dissatisfied with the Committee's position
on TAs. Eileen Schell asserts that "the CCCC's 'Progress Report' does not
fully add ress the complexities of the GTA's position" (Merrill 165). She calls
for the Committee to "further examine the complex double work situation
that the GTA faces in his or her teaching responsibilities and academic
work" (167).
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6 What can WPAs do to improve the lot of untenured instructors on our
o~n campuses? Perhaps the most creative answer to this questi.on was
prOVided by Shirley Rose, whose paper (with Susan Wyche-SmIth) has
since been published as "One Hundred Ways to Ma~e the Wyoming
Resolution a Reality." While some of the ways are more vIable th~n.others,
the panelists advocate a positive-aUitude, incremental a ~proach: Fmd one
thing you can do, do it, then find ano~h.er". (Wyc~e-5mlth and Rose 319).
Nineteen of the ways were WPA-specIfic, mcludmg these two:
57. Make certain writing-program administrative
work is recognized as both "teaching" and "service"
for purposes of released-time assign~ents, tenure
evaluation, and departmental benefIts. (See the
"Statement" and the "Report of the Modem Language Association's Commission on Writing and
Literature" [Profession 88: 70-76].)
75. Set aside one day a week or some kind of regular
work time, however brief, for your own scholarly
work. (Wyche-Smith 322-23)
William lrmscher approved, stating, "the changes that .ha~e~ccurred
(over the years) are due primarily to the efforts of respected mdivlduals on
individual campuses, not to reform movements or govemm.ent prt~grams
.... In such personal actions lies the hope for tho~e who Will c~~tmue to
shape the development of composition studies ill t~e future. .Others
contributed to a growing list of creative problem-solvmg suggestions for
individual and collective action. Here is a sampling:
_Bruce Leland suggested involving instructors in collaborative authorship of texts used in the writing program. This improves morale by
giving instructors real responsibility for th~ content of the progr~m and can
lead to collective action directed at other lssues of concern to mstructors.
_Kim Flachmann involves instructors in the administration of the
writing program, to include serving on subcommittees: .coordinating
deparhnental exams, and authoring sections "of the wntill~, progra~
handbook. She has also finagled a $25/hour consultant fee for these
professional responsibilities.
-Elizabeth Nist and Suzanne Webb argued that WPAs who want to
effect real change must learn more about both the budgeting process and
the mindset of administrators.
-SheHey Reece urged that we follow the ten recommendations for parttimers in our own departments, that WPA consultant-evaluators apply
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those sa~.e recommendations when conducting external evaluations of
other wnting programs, and that part-timers be represented on the CCCC
Executive Board.
Specifically, how can the "Statement" be useful in this much-needed
work oE in:pro~ing the ,lot of writing instructors on our own campuses?
JamesSlevm said th~t this document should "enable but not require writing
faculty to press for hnprovements in their situation. The aim was to give
them as clear and f?r~efu! a ~tatemcnt as possible from which to negotiate
for changes at their mstttuhons, if they chose to do so. It was to be a
statement of policy, and as such was to make clear those conditions that
could be taken as the rights of any faculty member." Most of the WPAs
assembled in Portland agreed on the value of the CCCe's "Statement." As
Susa~ .McLeod"put it, "~~ch documents speak with some authority to
admlmstr~tors. In additIon, they represent an ideal for us to struggle
toward.. We should take these documents not as blueprints, but as
~x~o,~tationsto try to do our best for our profession and for those employed

10 It.

7. How can the status of WPAs be enhanced so they are in a better
positio~ to effect SOme of these changes? The WP A is, on most campuses,
the IO~~~~1 person t? champion the kinds of changes envisioned by the
CCCC s Sta t~me~t. U ~fortunate Jy, the WPA is just as Ii kel y to be a 97pound weakhng:lll-eqUlpped to kick saod in anyone's face. Karen VaughtAlexander descnbed her experiences as a new WPA; Thomas Recchia and
Lynn Z. Bloom identified various of the "initiation rites" to which the new
WPA i~ traditi~nal~y subjected. The hvo representations gained added
authonty by bemg 10 such perfect accord with each other:
Recchio ~nd Bloom: Rite #1. Something important
that you ve been promised will not be readv when
you arrive new on the job, like an office, a co~puter,
a salary c~eck .... Rite #2. Whatever you anticipated
your dutIes to be, they will be expanded .... Rite #3.
The ~undi~g for a major program you anticipated
runnmg Will be curtailed drasticalJv or wiped out
entirely. . . .
Vaught-Alexander: My actual job description has
been in flux since last year. After MLA, 1 accepted a
position for which I would train peer tutors, run a
writing center, develop a WAC program, and teach
a half-load. By April, my duties also included help80

ing to develop the Freshman seminar program for
Fall 1990. By July, I was told there was no space or
funding for the writing center and tutors but that
there was plenty to do, indeed. Indeed.
Recchia and Bloom went on to argue that these "rites," if taken as
openings for dialogue, can lead to meaningful change--not just change in
the WPA's role or status, but change in the community as a whole, Change
was also a major concern of Vaught-Alexander, who found the CCCC's
"Statement" an important guide both for evaluating university policy and
for proposing change.
How others view composition specialists in general and WPAs in
particular can be inferred from the MLA Job Information List, argued Joseph
Janangelo. Janangelo found four categories of jobs in the JIL: the WPA, the
generalist, those with ancillary interests, and lecturer /instructorships. In
his estimate, ads for jobs in all four categories "undermine the intended
professionalism of writing faculty, misrepresent our work, and have the
potential to keep us further 'marginalized' in the academy," Especially
interesting were ads that require grounding in a traditional literary field as
well as in rhetoric and composition--"just in case all this writing stuff goes
bust." Christine Hult agreed that many WP As find themselves lacking the
authority to fulfill their responsibiIities, while their service goes unrewarded
and their research unsupported. To address these problems, she proposed
a statement of "Principles and Standards for the WPA Position," a document analogous to the CCCe's "Statement" but limited to WPAs. The
statement would have two parts, the first, "Working Conditions Necessary
for Quality Writing Program Administration," the second, "Guidelines for
Developing WPA Job Descriptions." Others had been thinking along the
same lines. Kathleen Kelly and the other participants in the 1990 WPA
Workshop session had already produced a draft of a document they call
"The Portland Resolution," a statement addressing the same problem.
Authors' comment: See the result of this labor in the "Guidelines for
Writing Program Administrator Positions," adopted by our Executive
Committee and reprinted in this issue. Our organization is fortunate to
have such a useful document to guide job-development negotiations. We
are all indebted to Christine Hult and the committee members who
developed it, yet, we have much to learn as individuals begin to use it in
practical deliberations at their iosti tu tions, For some lessons on how WPAs
might acquire and use power, see Ed White's "Use It or Lose It: Power and
the WPA" (WPA 15.1-2 [19911: 3-12).
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8.. S~ould WPA consultant/evaluators somehow enforce the ecee
pnnclples and standards on their campus visits? Lynn Z. Bloom and Ben
Mc~lelJand addressed thi~ question in a session moderated by Edward M.
~hlte., B,~oom urge~ cauhon, whether the issue were endorsement of the
eccc s Statement by the WPA or enforcement of its principles by
consultant/ eva!uat~rs. The "Statemen~" calls for comparable pay (per
cou:se) when part-hme faculty have duties and credentials comparable to
those o~ full-time f~culty, but as a general rule, though, the duties and
credentials of part-hme and full-time faculty never arc really comparable.
Another pr?blem .is the "Statement's" call for no more than lOO,{. of a
departme~ts offenngs to be taught by part-time faculty. Administrators
are more.hkely to Ignore this guideline than to conform to it, simplvbecause
co~formmgco,~ts money. Finally, programs relying primarily a~ teaching
aSSlstants are largely exempt" from the strictures of the CCCC' "St t _
t" II
.
h
s
ae
men. ' a owmg,~ ese institutions to "claim moral superiority" even though
relymg on TAs rem forces the de facto use of part-time teachers, and thus
further undercut the Wyoming Conference Resolution." For these and
other reasons, Bloom believed that WP A consultant/evaluators should not
attempt to enfor~e these s~andards at the institutions they visit. To do so
would cause th~l: eval.uahons to be disregarded as unrealistic at best, and
a.t worst hypocn tIca I, Slllce consultant / evaluators often come from ins ti tuhans that also violate these standards.
McClelland countere~ with a position that favored advocacy but not
enforcement, of the pnnclples and standards in the "Statement." He
encoura?ed WPA consultant/evaluators to work with an institution to
add~ess ~ssues of n~ncompl.ianceand to help develop a long-range plan for
~ommg mto ~omphance WIth the "Statement." McClelland argued for an
ldeal. profeSSIOnal status far both literature and writing teachers in an
En~hsh faculty, ~ne that was "not so much a faculty homogeneity or even
but ~l~rahsm--facultyand program heterogeneity without hierarchy. Reahzmg that this might be too much to ask in the short run
McClel~and ~alled "at least for real steps now to eliminate the sever~
professlOnal mequities that exist between literary stud
._
tr . " T
.
.
y an d wn't'109 m
s uChon.. 0 achieve thIS, he called for "morc public advocacy of the cause
of p~~fesslOnal,~tandardsand qual i ty ed ucation." The panelists agreed tha t
the Statement would make a useful appendix to a rcport.

UnIt:"

? What beca~eof the second and third of the original charges contained

t~e Wyommg Conference Resolution? James Sledd raised this question
most eloquently. ?f the three charges in the Wyoming Resolution, the first
called for.profe~~lOnal standards, the second for a grievance procedure,
and the thIrd for a procedure for acting upon afinding of noncompliance. "
In
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The CCCe's "Statement" fulfills only the first of these charges. According
to Sledd, when Jim Slevin's task force recommended to the CCCC Executive Committee that the CCCC not become involved in censuring institutions, "By that one refusal to act, the two committees reduced their joint
effort to more talk about exploitation .... " Of course, concluded Sledd,
it was inevi table that Parts Two and Three be derailed: "They posed a threat
to the system of exploitation without which English Departments in their
presentstate could not exist, the system from which administrators, literati,
and compositionists all profit." Slevin noted that "the CCCC Executive
Committee did not fully encourage all three directives, but the Wyoming
Resolution Committee has in fact kept them firmly in mind and has
developed plans for implementing all three." He acknowledged that it had
"taken more time that I would have liked" but that the groundwork for Parts
Two and Three had been laid. He explained that in November, 1989, the
CCCC Executive Committee unanimously approved three initiatives relevant to Part Two: (1) establishing a caucus "for all [CCCe] members
interested in reforming the teaching of writing in accordance with CCCC
guidelines" (among other things, this caucus will sponsor workshops at
annual CCCC conventions, preparing individuals to promote change on
their own campuses); (2) training CCCC Regional Advisors "to facilitate
change at institutions other than their own;' and (3) training CCCC
Mediators, who "will respond to requests to meet with parties involved in
negotiating better practices on particular campuses, helping to resolve
conflict." With Regional Advisors and Mediators, "the mechanism for
receiving grievances and responding to them" is in place. Part Three, which
calls for a procedure for acting upon a finding at noncompliance (specifically, a way of censuring insti tu tions), is sufficiently serious and sufficient!y
expensive to warrant caution. If we are to proceed after the fashion of the
AAUP, we will need lawyers, staff, and so on: in short, money, so we can
expect our CCCC dues to shoot up. Then, too, "CCCC has to determine
exactly what noncompliance will mean [when] maybe half of the colleges
and universities in the country currently depart from its guidelines."
Authors' comment: Notwithstanding such dramatic calls as Sledd's
for immediate action against institutions in noncompliance with the "Statement;' mechanisms for mediating and sanctioning are a long way off. They
are both costly and time-consuming. The CCCC Committee on Professional Standards recen tly elaborated on its position on these procedures. In
sum, before and in order for mediation to take place, the standards in
question must be "incorporated into whatever governance documents
operate" at a given institu tion. As for censure, "the sign of failure to mediate
conflict," ccee has not yet determined whether to follow the AAUP
example. Nevertheless, the Committee says that ecce needs "both
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immediate and long-term help from its membership in order to begin
implementation and enforcement of the second and third provisions of the
Wyoming Resolution." The help called for includes case studies of implementation, an understanding of "noncompliance" as "resistance to change,"
and "a graduated dues structure to raise funds to support implementation
and enforcement of the standards" (CCCC Committee on Professional
Standards 340-42).

not sufficiently addressed in the "Statement," for instance writing centers.
Valerie Balester argues that the "current wording of the 'Statement' falls
short of addressing the true working conditions in writing centers" and
"presents an image of writing centers as supplemental to the English
Department curriculum" (Merrill 167).
Perhaps we would benefit from another look at these documents and
their histories at a future WPA conference.

10. What will happen to this statement in the face of changes in student
and facul ty demographics in the 199Os? Looking to the recent past, several
noticed that demographic projections are just as likely to be abused (or
simply wrong) as to be heeded. Jim Slevin, for example, pointed to the
"systematic erosion" of faculty lines between 1972 and 1986. During that
period, the percentage of English PhOs finding tenure-track jobs dwindled
to 40% (from 93%), all in the name of flexibility in the face of projected
declines in student enrollment; in fact, during this same period, student
enrollment actually increased. Despite the "turnaround" in the job market
predicted by some, Shelley Reece was skeptical about the prospects of
moving, after a brief transitional period, from part-time and temporary
full-time appointments to tenure-track appointments. This would run
counter to the trend during the past decade. However, Lex Runciman
thought this "turnaround" in the job market might "force departments to
reconsider the whole matter of staffing writing courses (including class
size, pay, and type of appointment), for only by doing so will they be able
to attract and keep the teachers they need for writing courses each term."
In other words, current demographics play into the hands of the eccC's
"Statement" rather than working counter to it.
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